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THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE CHURCH 
Sunday, September 22, 2019  —  Philippians: Joy From Jail series—   Pastor Andrew Coleman 

Philippians 1:1-8                               English Standard Version (ESV) 

1   Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, 
     To all the saints in Christ Jesus who are at Philippi,  
     with the overseers and deacons: 
2  Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord  
     Jesus Christ. 
 

3  I thank my God in all my remembrance of you, 4 always in every 
prayer of mine for you all making my prayer with joy, 5 because of 
your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now. 6 And I 
am sure of this, that he who began a good work in you will bring it 
to completion at the day of Jesus Christ. 7 It is right for me to feel 
this way about you all, because I hold you in my heart, for you are 
all partakers with me of grace, both in my imprisonment and in the 
defense and confirmation of the gospel. 8 For God is my witness, 
how I yearn for you all with the affection of Christ Jesus.  

REVIEW:  
 

1.  The Letter of Philippians is a ‘most loved’ and ‘most quoted’ book of the New Testament. 
2.  It was written by Paul near the end of his life as he awaited execution in a prison in Rome. 
3.  Paul first visited Philippi about 10 years earlier and planted a church there.    
 (See Acts 16  - God moves in Lydia’s heart, a demon-possessed girl is delivered, and a jailer is saved) 
4.  Philippi was a Roman colony in Macedonia (Greece).  There were major social issues.  
5.  The Philippian church was under great pressure of persecution and economic hardship. 
6.  In the introduction verses 1 - 2 we saw… 
 the centrality of Christ,   (3 times -- ‘Christ Jesus’)  
 the humility of Paul & Timothy   (servants  ‘slaves’)  Exodus 21:5-6   ebed  ֶעֶבד  
 the spiritual identity of the recipients at Philippi  (‘saints in Christ Jesus’)  
 
 

The NATURE of True Fellowship:  
 Think… “fellows in a ship --  they are going somewhere” 
 Fellowship goes beyond friendship.  
 While friendship is usually found through common affinity (preferences),  
 fellowship occurs through a common cause or goal,  
 and it flourishes  through the joint pursuit of it.  
 
 Fellowship is most experienced when a common identity is infused and  
 a common purpose is pursued by similar OR different kinds of individuals.  
 
 For Christians, the transformation of salvation in Christ provides the ultimate common 
 identity, purpose and mission that can ever be experienced.  
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NOTICE  PAUL’S GRATEFUL HEART REGARDING THE PHILIPPIAN BELIEVERS: 
 From his prison cell in Rome, Paul sees the faces of Lydia and her family, the jailer and his family,  
 Euodia, Syntyche, Clement and many others who were in the church at Philippi.  
 

 This is one big expression of gratitude;   
 a joyful prayer of thanks amidst horrible circumstances.   
 

 This is the first of 16 uses of the word joy or rejoice in his short letter.  
 
  2nd Corinthians 8:1-2  --  Paul uses them as an example: 

1 We want you to know, brothers, about the grace of God that has been given 
among the churches of Macedonia,  2 for in a severe test of affliction, their abun-
dance of joy and their extreme poverty have overflowed in a wealth of generosity on 
their part.  

 
 The Philippian church was a blessed church family.  vs 1 
 The Philippian church was a poor and persecuted  church family.   vs 2 
 The Philippian church was a joyful and generous church family.  vs 2 

  
 
 In verses 2-8 we get a glimpse of what EVERY CHURCH should seek to build in fellowship. 
   10+ years later he has powerful memories,  vs 3  (the lived together) 
   10+ years later he is still praying for them,  vs 4 
   10+ years later he is still connected with them in mission, vs 5  (synkoinonous) 
   10+ years later he is still confident of God’s work in them, vs 6 
   10+ years later they are burdened for his welfare,  vs 7 
   10+ years later he longs to be with them because of their bond in Jesus  vs 8 
 
 

APPLICATION OF THIS PASSAGE TO YOUR LIFE:   
 

 1)  Joy is not found by being in desirable circumstances but being ‘in the Lord’.   
  2:29;  3:1;  4:4;  4:10  -- (perhaps look these up and meditate on them) 
 
 2)  Gratitude and joy go hand-in-hand.  When you’re down and discouraged amidst  
       difficult circumstances REMEMBER the works of God in your life and others.  
 
 3)  When your life gets really hard,  pray for and find a way to serve and  
       encourage others.   True joy and fellowship will overflow. 
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INTRO NOTES: 
  
Young BROUGHTON KNOX was the chaplain aboard a British Royal Navy ship during WWII.  He noted that 
leading up to the Normandy invasion on D-day, the minds of all hands on board, regardless of rank, were 
focused on the invasion’s success.  No one thought of his own interests , but only on how he could help 
his shipmates in their commonly shared task.  He said, “I remember noting how I had never been happi-
er.”   But after the invasion and return to England, everyone on board noticed a difference in the atmos-
phere on the ship.  It was still friendly because it was a well-run ship, but several sailors noted the commr-
adrie was there like before and some of them asked the young Chaplain what had changed.   
 
“What changed?  The answer is quite simple. 
During those months that preceded and followed D-day, our thoughts had a minimum of self-
centeredness in them.  We gave ourselves to our shared activity and objective.    Once the undertaking 
was over we reverted to our own purposes as we normally do.” 
------------------------------- 
Another vivid example of this unique and uncommon bond between individuals is clearly seen in the great, 
true story of Easy Company of the 101st Airborne of the US Army also during WWII.  Anyone who has seen 
the interviews of Captain Dick Winters and the paratroopers of Easy Company understand very quickly how 
the docudrama got its name -- BAND of BROTHERS.     Captain Winters and his fellow soldiers would form 
life-long and profoundly deep bonds that would be as powerful 60 years after they were forged as they 
were the year they were forged in 1944.     
------------------------------- 
J. R. R. Tolkien’s LORD OF THE RINGS has as it’s first volume  entitled  THE Fellowship of the Ring.  The en-
tire storyline  rides upon this reality.  THE FELLOWSHIP that is formed by these around the Ring.  
 
The fellowship of the Ring is made up of NINE individuals of totally different origins and vast diversity that 
exceeds any of our ethnic or social differences today…    think about it…. 
There are FOUR HOBBITS  -- tiny beings with large, hairy, shoeless feet  beginning with FRODO BAGGINS 
and his friends MERRY,  PIPPIN and, my favorite, SAM.   
Then there are TWO MEN who are fierce warriors… BOROMIR of Gondor and ARAGORN, son of Arathorn 
II, King of Gondor 
There is one WIZARD,  Gandalf, the ancient foe of evil and repository of wisdom and power; 
There’s an elf, LEGOLAS, from a fair race of master archers with pointy ears; 
And lastly, there is a dwarf, GIMLI, who is a stout, hairy, axe-wielding creature from the dark chambers un-
der the mountains…  and he who has no idea that he is half the size any other warrior.  
 
These 9 members of this Fellowship of the Ring had few common likes, abilities or preferences.   The elves 
and the dwarves were like the English and the French -- both had an unspoken agreement of superiority 
over the other.   BUT all of them became BOUND together by their great mission to defeat the forces of 
darkness and save Middle-Earth.  They became inseparable, and their covenant commitment to one anoth-
er was dissoluble.    In fact,  Boromir the valiant warrior gave his life for the Hobbits. Little Hobbits mind 
you!   And the elegant archer Elf would form so great a bond with Gimli the dwarf  that he was inducted 
into the honored order reserved only for the elves.  
 
We need to consider the NATURE OF TRUE FELLOWSHIP….   


